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INTRODUCTION
Dogemama

With Dogemama, we wanted more than a poorly economically and technologically 
built cryptocurrency that could easily be dumped on those who were loyal enough 
to hold it. Contrary to Elon Musk, Dogecoin is unfit to become the currency of the 
world; it’s not a bad start, the resources needed for such a solution just weren’t 
available when Doge was released. Dogemama is that vision, now perfected, with 

the environmentally sustainable technology of the 
modern day. Dogemama is more than a memecoin - 
it’s a family, a community of internet users who are 
transparently rewarded appropriately for the value 
they provide just by holding our token. This is what 
happens when memecoins are done right.
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D I S C L A I M E R

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi 
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel 

eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu 
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1. ABSTRACT

EVOLVING AND HOLD STRONGER USE

Cryptocurrencies will continue to evolve and hold stronger use cases in the 

modern day digital economy. Whether as memes or bank issued assets, one 

thing is certain: The internet deserves its own currency. Conceptually, many 

believed either Bitcoin or Dogecoin was that solution - but what if I told you that 

Doge was just the beginning? What if Doge simply opened the floodgates - and 

now, the true economy composed of a family of people around the world using 

the internet, rose to prominence?

faster, safer, environmentally

friendly solution

Dogemama will not only serve as the faster, safer, environmentally friendly 

solution to the online economy, but it will do so while maintaining 

decentralization, and rewarding the everyday hodlers more than any other 

project.

making something that works

in the long term

While Dogecoin has proven that intrinsic value and fundamentals alone aren’t 

needed in order to see an investment go from $1,000 to $1,000,000 in a matter 

of months, Doge is not sustainable. While cryptocurrency technologists often 

argue and disagree daily, the one consensus able to be reached based on 

scientific and statistical proof is that Dogecoin will not work in the long-term. So 

we made something that will.
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1. ABSTRACT

This is the age of the internet; it is our time. Cryptocurrency continues to play an 

increasingly larger role in modern era transfers of wealth. Millionaires were made from 

investments of only a few thousand in mere months with Bitcoin, Ether, and hundreds of 

other tokens. Mamdoge will guide that next transfer of wealth, and not based on pure 

speculation - but based on carefully designed tokenomics, scalability, and a clear solution 

to all of modern day cryptocurrencies’ woes. Dogecoin is a promising currency - we 

shouldn’t completely throw its idea away, however, Doge is flawed. With Dogemama, we 

derive modern and proven solutions to fix Doge’s shortcomings, to redefine what you and 

I consider “internet money”.

THIS IS THE AGE OF

THE INTERNET;

IT IS OUR TIME
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The top 11 wallets holding Dogecoin hold over 46% of the entire 
Dogecoin supply. This means that the whole ecosystem, millions of 
people, are all subject to the actions of 11 anonymous people. These 
11 wallets can choose to completely bankrupt the value of 
Dogecoin at virtually any time they want, without restriction and 
without warning. With Dogemama, we wanted to address this 
problem, and designed our token accordingly.

1. DECENTRALIZATION

2. Transparency

This means that Dogemama will never see toxic levels of centralized concentration that Doge is prone to. 
Dogemama’s tokenomics takes on Doge’s tokenomics in adopting a rather deflationary transaction and 
supply model alongside a 1-3 year vesting period to assure that no small group of holders are able to 
dictate the market and price for the rest of the 99.9%, while also providing transparent assurance that 
we are in this together, and for the long-run.

We see the online internet economy as a family,
and as a family, we believe

We want our Dogemama family to follow every step we take in 
building our vision. Alongside transparent BSCscan links, public 
documentation + code, and careful organization of all references, 
we hope to strongly bolden the value we place on transparency.

3. CONSISTENCY

Memecoins have seen a flaw in their project’s lifespans, and it’s 
remained the same: Consistency. Too many projects are riddled with 
malicious rugpulls, short term mindsets, and narrow perspectives 
for the future of their project. With Dogemama we want thing to be 
clear: We are in this together, for as long as is needed in order to 
build the sustainable economy that the future needs, and rewards 
the community that powers it stronger than any other project.

2. VALUES
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As cryptocurrency enables us to achieve things only previously 
imaginable in sci-fi novels, we face a growing problem that needs 
to be addressed: Cryptocurrency’s negative impact on the 
environment. AlienDoge was built as a green solution.

“The environmental impact comes from the carbon emissions 
associated with the energy used by mining computers. Bank of 
America (BAC) said in a March note that bitcoin carried

4. Environment &

Energy Consumption

The Bitcoin blockchain, powered by miners, runs on heavy caliber computers that allocate computational 
power to solve extremely complex mathematical problems that comprise the “blockchain”. In turn, a 
network powered by a community of miners is established. However, if we can achieve the wonders of 
cryptocurrency without hurting our own planet in the process- why wouldn’t we?

an "enormous environmental costs" and estimated that its carbon footprint
was equivalent to the annual emissions of 1.8m cars.”

Dogecoin, has been proposed as the cryptocurrency with the 
solution to this environmental impact. The hard truth is that it has 
shortcomings. Although currently, mining Doge is statistically less 
damaging to the environment, during congested network 
capacities, commonly seen now at the scale of usage Bitcoin faces 
daily, Doge mining would cause just as much damage

.Dogemama runs on the Binance Smart Chain blockchain, which does not cause the same 
environmental damage caused by mining-based blockchains like Bitcoin or Doge (“proof-of-work” 
(PoW)). Functionality wise however, Dogemama holds every single base capability that Dogecoin has, 
plus more without sacrificing speed, decentralization, or cost.

2. VALUES

Binance Smart Chain blockchain
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2. VALUES

5. CHARITY

Mothers are the powerful and unrelenting force that keeps families together. However, globally, they need 
our help. Almost all global maternal deaths are prevented by ensuring women have access to quality, 
respectful, maternity care.
Too few women have the access they need. Dogemama will donate 2.5% of all tokens to charities, namely, 

Dogemama will donate 2.5% of all tokens to charities

Too few women have the access they need. Dogemama will donate 2.5% of all tokens to charities, namely, 
EveryMotherCounts whose cause is to help mothers in-need around the world. Without mothers, we 
wouldn’t be here - Doge would not be here. Dogemama’s charity component is our way of helping 
mothers around the world, and fueling our project with a purpose deeper than a single meme.
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Transaction Speed:

TRANSACTION FEE:

While we believe in the core vision of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and 
Dogecoin, Binance’s Smart Chain provides us the tools that 
we need to provide the most accessible and powerful 
economic solution for all users of the internet.

As a result, the DM token is more powerful 
and cheaper to use than any competitors.

Bitcoin: 

Dogecoin:

Ethereum: 

Dogemama:
5 SECONDS

30 MINUTES

1 MINUTE

30 SECONDS

Bitcoin: 

Dogecoin:

Ethereum: 

Dogemama:
0.03$

6$

0.8$

4$

CENTRALIZED CONCENTRATION
OF SUPPLY:

Bitcoin: 

Dogecoin:

Ethereum: 

Dogemama:
safe

moderate

dangerous

moderate
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4. Ecosystem

DogeMama lets you earn passive income just for holding 
DogeMama in your wallet/portal of what we are calling the 
DogeMama Family. Cryptocurrencies like Dogecoin don’t 
accrue interest or give you passive rewards in your wallet. We 
believe thoroughly in the mission set forth by cryptocurrencies 

as a whole, and namely projects that have brought 
communities of people online together through the internet. 
We believe that this should never go without reward. As a 
result, we developed DogeMama’s Family - an instant passive 
income platform only available when you own DogeMama.

Unmatched Passive Income Just for Holding DogeMama
DOGEMAMA FAMILY PORTAL: 

In your DogeMama Family portal, you’ll 
immediately be given bonuses in the 

following popular tokens:

+Many more bonuses

D
O G E  M A M

A

D
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A

D
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A

D
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A

D
O G E  M A M

A

D
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A

Chihuahua

Corgi

SHIBA INU sanshu inu

DOGECOIN BABYDOGE

Bulldog Husky

Rottweiler

Dogemama

NO STRINGS ATTACHED
On the DogeMama Family platform, you will soon optionally be able to choose to lock up your DogeMama tokens for periods of time 
ranging from 1, 3, and 6 months in exchange for even larger bonus rewards. Within your Dogemama Family Portal, you’ll be able to 

achieve 5t different ranks depending on the size, activity, and commitment of your family:
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5. SPEC

7.5%

Each transaction deducts 15% of Dogemama

7.5% is redistributed proportionally

to token holders 

7.5%

7.5% is distributed for liquidity

The 7.5% liquidity distribution is split: Half is sold by the contract into BNB, and the remaining 

Dogemama is paired automatically with the previously mentioned BNB and added as liquidity 

via BNB pair on Pancake Swap. This assures you’ll never be caught with an illiquid token.

https://bscscan.com/token/...

Locked liquidity/LP Pancake and proprietary
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6. Phases (Roadmap)
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

- Dogemama launch

- DM tokens

- Ecosystem audit

- Dogemama Family 

portals

- Dogecoin & Shiba 

Inu token bonuses

- DM/BNB pair 

liquidity

- Initial burns

- Live on PancakeSwap

- BabyDoge & Sanshu 

Inu token bonuses

- Second burns

- First partnership 

announcement

- DM/wBNB pair 

liquidity

- Mamaswap launch

- Polygon launch

to be announced...

- Dogemama wrapped 

ETH launch

- Live on Uniswap

- Dogemama NFTs 

protocol

- Third burn

- Second partnership 

announcement
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7. Tokenomics (Stats)

TOKEN NAME

dogemama

token symbol

dm

TOTAL SUPPLY

500 quadrillion
(500,000,000,000,000,000)

HOLDERS

1,000+

500
QUADRILLION

500
QUADRILLION

BURNT TOKEN

CIRCULATING TOKEN

dogemama
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